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Stories by Tricia Currans-Sheehan
The girls and w omen in Tricia-Currans-Sheehan's fine stories are bent on confrontation. They crash through constricted roles and
social barriers: challenge a parent's cold heartedness, revenge themselves on hypocritical neighbors, announce their prisons records, and
infiltrate the Knights of Columbus. What makes these stories so fun to read, so rewardingly subversive, are characters who refuse to
back down--and stand ready to accept the consequences.
—Lisa Sandlin
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A poignant, truth-telling collection about what it means to
grow up female in the rural Midwest where gender elevates
or dooms a person. Readers will be cheering for these
ingenious young women who survive the hard lessons and
exact their revenges with a glee and courage that makes
them irresistible!
—Jonis Agee
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About the Author:
Tricia Currans-Sheehan is a professor of English/Writing at Briar Cliff University and editor of The Briar
Cliff Review. She has had stories published in Connecticut Review, Fiction, The Virginia Quarterly Review, Portland
Review, Puerto del Sol, Calyx, Frontiers: A Journal of Women Studies, Forum, Short Fiction by Women, Heritage of the
Great Plains Journal, South Dakota Review, Kalliope, Wisconsin Review, and many others. She won the Duff Award
for the Pursuit of Excellence, the 1997 Iowa Literary Contest, the Nancy Pickard Fiction Contest, and has
been nominated three times for a Pushcart Prize. Recently she won the Headwaters Literary Competition,
sponsored by New Rivers Press, for her collection of short stories, The Egg Lady and Other Neighbors.

